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Goals
In this lecture we will discuss “race”, “racism” and “racialization” by:

1. Drawing on the boundary-making perspective (as in Wimmer 2013; 2015 or Loveman 2014) to 
which I will add an emphasis on categorization processes

2. Putting racialization in historical context→ A brief historical tour on racial thought

3. Connecting it to other forms of social categorization→ racism as a form of outgroup 
categorization based on the naturalization of social difference

4. Proposing a typology of  forms of ethnic-boundary making

5. Discussing (briefly) the “neuro-discursive technology”of biologization processes

This lecture presents both my on synthesis and my own proposal for a cognitive-centred 
theory  extreme forms of boundary making



A history of racism
From post-Reconquista racism to ’new cultural’ racism



The Origins of Racial Thought:  16th Century Spain

• Race as trace (of impure blood)

• Racism in post-Reconquista Spain is not phenotypically coded 

• Fear that Moriscos acted as a fifth column of the expanding Ottoman empire

• Used to justify the enslavement of Moriscos after the Granada revolts (Christians could not 
be enslaved, and rebels were legally converted Christian)  

“[C]enturies before those modern ideas we have come to call ‘racism’…the move from religious 
antipathy to racism may perhaps be witnessed in post-Reconquista Spain when …  [When]converted 
Jews and Muslims and their offspring began to be suspected of not being true Christian believers, a 
doctrine developed amongst some Spaniards that this was because their old religion was in their 
blood. In short, because of their biology, conversion was impossible.”  Modood(2005:9-10)

Modood, T. (2005). Multicultural politics: Racism, ethnicity and Muslims in Britain. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press.



The Origins of Racial Thought:  16th Century Spain

• 4 crucial features emerge:

1. Biologization of social difference

2. (Religious) ancestry (inserted in and transmitted by blood) is the key defying element of race

3. Spaniards’ fear (of treasonous violence) involved

4. Used as justification of extreme forms of domination/violence (enslavement)

I call the process of using blood as a basis of extreme social differentiation (social closure): 
Haematization

• Concerns about blood purity are at the core US racism (one-drop rule) and SA Apartheid

• Over time, emphasis shifted from “blood” to “genes” but this is a conceptually minor change and we 
can use haematization to include both



!
So the first from of racism in Western thought is not based on 

phenotype but blood purity



!
Racialization does not require phenotypic differences 

(see also Wimmer 2013)



Colonial Racism: The birth of colorization

• European “colored-racial thought” starts in the XVIII century (Linneus; Kant) and serves as 
an after-the-fact rationalization of European colonialization and slavery  

• XVII-XVIII: Colonialist-naturalist idea of races as “human species”→ Races defined as 
“continental” human populations, hierarchically ordered by degree of “civilization”→
Kant: White-Yellow-Red and Black

• Nonwhite races can be civilized (i.e. assimilated into the European superior civilization) 
but this will take time (justification for colonization)

• The process of colorization was likely slow: 

• African slaves were  treated as “Pagans” by their English masters in XVI century America

• Only after approx 1680 they were called “Negroes” (Jordan 1968 in Wimmer 2013:chap.1)

• Colorization superposed om heamatization making targeted ourtgroups doubly racialized



National Racism: The Herderian legacy

• XVIII: Herder (1744-1803) rejected the colonialist-naturalist idea of race as invalid and unjust >< 
Kant (1724-1804)

• For Herder nations are ethnically homogenous peoples and all nations are equivalent in value→ hence he rejected 

colonialism BUT Herder national essentialism became the intellectual resource for later national racism

• XIX essentialist ethnicism as applied to nations  (French, English, Germans, Spaniards, Catalans, 
etc…) and/or peoples (Aryans, Saxons, Jews) → Linked to positivism and the birth of Anthropology, 
e.g. French school )

→Winant (2015) is right that Anthropology is inherently linked to the colonization enterprise (and home of racist 
thought from its inception)

• Phenotypic differences often played no/little role (race as a metaphor for nation/civilization)→ e.g.
“el Día de la Raza” as a pan-hispanic ideology ) BUT…

• Essentialist nationalism soon evolved into scientific racism (often scientific racist nationalism)



From National to Scientific Racism

• de Gobineau (1816 – 1882) developed the theory of the Aryan master race → aristocrats were 
superior to commoners because they possessed more Aryan genetic traits due to less interbreeding 
with inferior races (including e.g. Mediterraneans!)→ He thought racial miscegenation was 
responsible of Europe’s decline

• Note connection with Ancient Regime’s emphasis on blood as the basis of a “natural order”

• Carried over the US where Southern and Eastern Europeans were often defined as 
“national races” within the “Caucasian race”

→Ethno-racial hierarchies based on moral character → Johnson-Reed Act 1924 (restricting 
immigration from Southern & Eastern Europe)

• Racialization of outgroups (Jews, specially but not exclusively) became increasingly common 

• Use of physical appearance (color and other facial features) for boundary-making)

• Phrenology increasingly popular→ skull measures believed to signal biological hierarchies linked to 
civilization



“Scientific” Racism

Francis Galton (1822-1911) first used the word eugenics

• He sustained differences in ability were primarily acquired through genetics→ hence selective
breeding (eugenics) could allow the human race to direct its own evolution

• U.S. eugenicists (early 20th century) tended to believe in the genetic superiority of Nordic,
Germanic and Anglo-Saxon peoples and supported:

1. Strict immigration restrictions to avoid racial “contamination”

2. Anti-miscegenation laws (i.e.inter-racial sexual relations/marriage banned)

3. Forcible sterilization of the poor, disabled and "immoral”

• Scientific racism was used for the justification of the settler colonial systems

• In the US South under the Segregation era

• In South Africa under Apartheid

• The strongest influence of scientific racism was on Nazism



Nazism

• Influenced by De Gobineau→ (through Chamberlain) + Anti-Semitism + XIX Anthropolgy+Social
Drawinism-Eugenics/Scientific Racism

• The Nazis considered the "Aryan race" to be the "master race", while e.g. Slavs, Gypsies, and Jews 
were considered racially inferior 

• The Aryan race was also hierarchically ordered with the Nordic race first, the Western (Mediterranean) race 
second, Dinarics third, Eastern (Alpine) people fourth, and finally East Baltics last 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazi_racial_theories#Racial_hierarchy

• Inferior races considered "sub-humans“ suitable only for slave labor and/or extermination

• Note dehumanization/animalization processes cancel empathy & lower the moral burden of genocide

• Colorization, haematization, pathogenization and animalization (C.H.A.P.A.) were all discursive 
strategies implemented by Nazis to justify the mass murder of over 6 million people (2/3 of all 
European Jews) 

• I propose to think about these C.H.A.P.A. processes are “neuro-dicursive” tools used for extreme-
boundary-making –i.e. extreme forms of domination/exclusion (see below)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazi_racial_theories#Racial_hierarchy


The common features of biological racisms

Balibar (2008) argues all biological racisms (antisemitism, colonial racism and color prejudice) 

share a single foundational myth: the biology of human races, which implies…

1. The existence of unequal human races & the supremacy of whites over nonwhites 

(particularly over blacks)

2. The belief that the struggle for existence  (conflict and competition) is the motor of human 

evolution (social Darwinism)

3. The hereditary character of cultural traits & intellectual capacities

4. The necessity of eugenics to preserve superior populations from degeneration (i.e. to 

protect them from the perils of hybridisation) (the phantasm of profilaxis)  



A shift towards cultural racism after WWII

• US: A significant decline among in the P of white respondents who believe in the biological inferiority of blacks 

(central to the racial segregation era) 

• In 1977,  27% of whites believed blacks had “less in-born ability to learn” :vs 10% by 1997 (Sears et al 2000 in Blum 

2020)

…BUT

• Many whites continue to attribute negative characteristics to blacks 

• Between ½ to ¾ express negative stereotypes about blacks and Latinos (Bobo & Charles 2009:246)

• These negative characteristics are now viewed (expressed?) as “cultural” in character→ i.e. as the outcome 

of a deficient sub-culture leading to negative traits (lack of motivation, ambition, lazyness, etc…) 

• Cultural racism also widespread in Europe (targeted to immigrant minorities)



Cultural-Racism

• Also known as “new racism”, “neo-racism” or “racism without races”

• Historically located in the movement of former colonial subjects to the Europeans 
metropoles after independence (later extended to other immigrant groups)

• After WWII biological racism had been discredited

• Cultural-Racism also found in the US, particularly against Mexican and Central American 
migrants in the Trump era

• Goal is not domination but exclusion: People from former colonies/migrants should be 
excluded from entering the former metropole/host country

• Exclusion is not advocated on biological difference but cultural incompatibility with the 
metropole's culture

• Neo-racism builds on an essentialised conception of culture but does not  (openly) claim 
cultural superiority/inferiority 



Is cultural racism a true new form of racism or is it 
the old-style “biological” racism in new guise?

?



Is cultural racism old racism in new guise?
• Cultural racism=essentialist cultures assigned to phenotypically defined 

outgroups 

→ stereotypical somatic (“visible”) differences are taken to signify stereotypical 
differences in culture and character

• These differences are not regarded as innate BUT regarded as deeply 
ingrained (and hence practically immutable)

• The difference between domination (old racism) and exclusion (cultural racism) 
should not be overstated

• Exclusion means limiting access to scarce resources and hence leads to 
exploitation and inequality  

• Neo-racists’ claim that the excluded culture is not seen as inferior is 
disingenuous (Balibar 1991;2008)→ a cultural hierarchy is implied—as in old 
racism

• Neo-racism thus builds on biological racism and serves to mask it (see also 
e.g. Blum 2020; Modood 2001; Mer & Modood 2012)



A theoretical synthesis
Racism as a form of outgroup categorization based on the naturalization of 

social difference



!
I propose to draw on social categorization to shed 

light on racialization processes…. 



4 propositions

1. Treat racial categorization as  a subtype of ethnic categorization  --as in e.g. Wimmer
(2013:chap 1)><, Winant (2015) or as in Loveman (2014) >< Bonilla-Silva (2013)

• Racialization is one of several  forms of categorization that seeks the naturalization of 
social difference (Loveman 1999:895)

2. Focus on categorization processes as the building-blocks of boundary-making

3. Distinguish between:

1. Categorization  triggers (target)→ i.e. the markers that triogger categorization processes

2. Mechanisms of trait attribution (perceiver)→ i.e.  the belief that sustains hierarchical trait 
attribution

4. Pay attention to type I (non-rational) mechanisms of attribution (e.g. visceral mechanism)→ find 

the neuro-triggers!

ASSUMPTION→ biologization processes are extreme-boundary makers (leading to extreme 
forms of oppression/exclusion/violence)



Social categorization

• Exclusion and boundary making processes are (re)produced at the individual level by a specific form of 
thinking→ categorical thinking (also known as social categorization)

→Categorical thinking→ the building block of boundary-making processes at the micro-level

• Categorical thinking takes place when a “perceiver” observes a “target”  and…

• Rather than seeing the target as a unique constellation of attributes the perceiver construe them as a 
member of a social category to which fixed stereotypical attributes are attached (Allport 1954; Fiske & 
Neuberg 1990)

• Culture/ideology reflecting historically-specific power struggles provides the content of negative/positive 
stereotypes

• Categorical thinking is likely an automatic process (Devine 1989)→ see neuro-dicursive triggers below

• My contribution/proposition: A 2 dimensional typology of ethno-racial formso of outgroup 
categorization based on 1) triggering trait 2) and stereotype-attribution mechanism to shed light on 
debates on race, racism, and the connection between race and ethnicity



3
Biological racism

-Genetic inheritance (XX)

Colonial racism
-Human “species” (XIX) 

2 
Ethnosomatic essentialism (non-
phenotypic racism)

-Medieval antisemitism     
-Somatic classism/aporophobia
-XIX National Racism 
-

A typology of forms of ethnoracial outgroup categorization

Biological Cultural

Phenotype

Markers of
Socio-cultural 
background

4
Cultural/neo/new racism

1
Cultural essentialism

-Ethnic categorization 
-Religious 
-Linguistic
-National  

-Social
-Classism 

Trigger of categorization

Mechanism 
of Attribution
(How are negative 
traits believed to be 
associated with 
targeted category?)  

Typical historical
transformations

(What target characteristic triggers categorization?) 

Haematization

Colorization

Pathogenization

De-
humanization*                               



Some conclusions 
2 types of racialization, 4 types of biologization processes



2 types of racism

• Racism= a form of social categorization based on the idea that there are 
communities of descent marked by bodily difference (Wimmer 2013; 
Omi & Winant 2014), 

Bodily difference can be:

-Visible→ phenotypic racism (colour-racism)

-Not visible→ Non-phenotypic (or haemetic) racism

• In both cases ancestry is the trigger of stereotypical attributions through 
processes of social categorization (which are cultural and cognitive) but in 
pheno-Racism ancestry is marked by visible differences whereas in 
haemetic-R ancestry has to be identified through other cultural markers 
(name, language/accent, attire, customs, religion, etc..)



2 types of racism

Phenotypic-racism (coloured racism or colourism) implies:
1. Visibility as a trigger of…

2. Trait attribution (status hierarchy) 

3. Inheritance at the core element of outgroup definition

In pheno-racism,  inheritance can be thought as:

1. Biological→ “Old-style” biological racism  (blood/genes transmit traits/abilities)

2. Cultural→ New “cultural” racism (traits/abilities transmitted through culture)

• Note this definition stresses visibility (phenotype) is the trigger of stereotypical 
attributions even if the negative traits are believed to be culturally inherited→ i.e. pheno-
racism can be expressed as cultural racism



2 types of racism

Non-phenotypic (or haemetic) racism implies:
1. Racialized outgroup is phenotypically undistinguishable from ingroup 

members→ Racial membership must be identified by non-physical ethnic 
markers (cultural markers), which act  as a trigger of…

2. Trait attribution (status hierarchy) 

3. Inheritance→ believed to be based on biological transmission (i.e. by 
blood/genes)

• Note this definition stresses observed ancestry is the trigger of stereotypical 
attributions and the negative traits are always believed to be biologically  
inherited

Examples: 16th century racism in Spain; Racialization of Barakumin in Japan; 
Rendille in Kenya; possibly Bosnian-Muslims; Irish in UK



Racialization

4 types of biologization processes

Haematization Colorization Pathogeneization Animalization

Biologization are…
1. Extreme discursive forms of boundary making that seek the naturalization of social 

difference→ linked to thick boundaries & extreme differentiation processes 

2. Often superposing→ greater overlap, greater othering power

3. Typically draw on basic visceral emotions: fear, anger, disgust→ Connecting to Type I 
cultural/cognitive processes (irrational, implicit, automatic) linked to the primitive brain



!
A prpomising avenue for future research on 

biologization processes is to focus on the neuro-
discursive technology of biologization processes



?
What cognitive mechanisms are implied in extreme 

forms of boundary making?



?
How does the connection between discourse-

categorization-response(target rejection) operate?



?
Why is biologization effective in legitimizing/eliciting 

extreme rejection?



!
I believe in order to answer these Qs we need a inter-

diciplinary approach that bridges cognitive 
neuroscience and social sciences


